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About This Game

A towering word-game and mystery-story mash-up!

Following a sudden earthquake, Seb must escape a crumbling skyscraper. Along the way he will make some intriguing new
friends, and together they might just unravel the sinister origins of the 'quake, assuming they can evade the mysterious stalker in

close pursuit...

Starting at the top and working down, the game's 90+ levels take place inside the skyscraper. The player creates words on a grid
of letters and obstacles, clearing a path for Seb and friends to descend.

Give your brain a workout with this charming word puzzle game.

Note: Supports English (US and UK) words only.

 From the creators of the Quell puzzle trilogy

 Epic soundtrack by Gavin Harrison
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 Riveting story by acclaimed novelist Rosanne Rivers

 90+ levels and 60+ additional challenges

 12 special chimp-themed levels

Crafted with care for PC play.
Joe and Lewis (Fallen Tree Games)
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highrise heroes world challenge

I was kinda hoping to see a silly looking raidspec McLaren F1 but they just decided to stick it in this bundle for some reason. It
only has a Perf spec.

Got this via the season pass, wouldn't particularly recommend this DLC unless you really want one of the three cars.. Keep in
mind this whole review is based on the current state that this game is in...

I mean none of this review in a hateful or overly negative way so don't take it to heart. This review is from the heart and as
honest as I can be.

It is a mess. Little to no effort on a lot of the art assets, no polish whatsoever in the gameplay, and a tutorial that may as well not
exist. These are the defining features of the game. I've spoken to the developer and so I know a bit more than most might about
the game but I'm putting that aside and reviewing this based on what I learned while playing.

In the 8 minutes that I played this I finished the tutorial 3 times and got 5 game overs.

I don't generally buy games that I think aren't good in the first place but I decided to purchase is partially to support a friend. $2
isn't enough money for me to get mad over so I won't refund it but I certainly would be unhappy if I purchased this game
expecting anything more than an executable.

All that being said, the dev has said he is working on improving the game and adding a lot more to it. If that is the case and the
game improves, I'll update my review.

THIS SHOULD BE IN EARLY ACCESS IN THE GAMES CURRENT STATE.. Priced multiplayer map pack for dead
multiplayer, nice. Should be free.... unless you have several people in the room with you and know of at least a second person
who can remote connect to you (with a second copy) i cant recommend this game. There is no match making. i dont know how
to play this game but from what i played i enjoyed it a lot and will recommend for people that love fighting games.. REVIEW
IN PROGRESS*

So after playing and falling in love with Witcher 3, I got the craving to play more games where my decisions affected my
outcome. I have been looking at this game for a while, and was skeptical from the reviews being stark opposites of each other
and having read that the decisions you make only affect your gear, not your story. (Keeping in mind that Witcher 3 is somewhat
similar to that premise)

I played through Part 1, died twice (to avoid spoliers, lets just say I experienced a Wizard of Oz moment) and loved every
perilous, misguided step along the way. The story is truely deep, the characters make you feel for them (though not always in a
good way), and you are thrown into an adventure even when you are just looking to sleep.

While at this moment I believe in the criticisms of the items being the only thing that changes the outcomes from game to game,
I don't see that as a bad thing as the items seem to be specific to each encounter.

More things to come, and I'll change the review as needed.

*REVIEW IN PROGRESS*. Naive twins (not really) run a farm (barely) and are so far in debt that they exchange sexual favors
for firewood and store coupons. Amazing English translation. XD

Better played with the R18 patch.
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After purchasing The African Kingdoms my games crash anytime I attack buildings. It gives me an error that I am missing files
from the Forgotten Expansion. Very disappointed.. I've done a first look\/review of this game on my youtube channel.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=Lp001fieeRE

Even though this was made with Rpg maker which always make me hesitate a little, Dancing Dragon games has excelled at
making a classic 90's rpg.

Brilliant story, great soundtrack and user friendly battle system it is very hard to find a fault with the game.

Highly encourage all old school rpg fans to give this a try, you will not be dissapointed.

. Sleeping Dogs: Top Dog Silver Pack is DLC for Sleeping Dogs which gives you a large number of every type of experience
points in the game. This DLC had been gifted to me, and it did make my runthrough of the game a lot faster\/easier, but there is
nothing provided in this DLC which isn't already in the game - it just takes out the progress of doing so. When combined with
the other experience DLC, you'll have already unlocked more than half of the perks in the game based off of experience.

I'm giving this a recommend because it's extra and completely extraneous, but it provides a short cut\/boost for people who are
having a hard time with the game or don't have as much time to devote to the game. But if you don't want to have that leg up,
don't pick this up.. This is a pretty good throwback to the adventure games of the late 90s. It has the same absurd, dry sense of
humor and aesthetics. The puzzles are challenging but not frustratingly difficult. The art is a little more low-res than we're used
to in 2017, but the detail is great and it's modern enough that it only hints at earlier times without being painful to look at. All
the characters are voiced - there's an option to click through the dialog, but the quality of the voice acting will make you want to
sit through it. Then there's a thing where the characters break into song occasionally and the player gets to choose what they
sing, which is really cool, but this is an adventure game and the pacing of it keeps it from feeling much like a musical. All in all,
it's a fun way to spend a few hours and my only complaint is that it only lasts a few hours.. invest several hours coloring the map
just to start up and find i'm starting from the beginning D; uninstalling, never play again >:[

//edit//
after the frustration faded i started again D;. i don't know what to say, it's really good, but i think it's too short,
but i love the music, maybe i'll play it again to listen the music,
and thanks to this game, it's made my day :)
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